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Digital and Alternative Formats
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Marketing Health Services
Fourth Edition

Richard K. Thomas, PhD
Part I
Healthcare Marketing: History and Concepts

1. The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare
2. Basic Marketing Concepts
3. Marketing and the Healthcare Organization
Chapter 1
The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare
Chapter 1 objectives

• Review the history of marketing and its introduction into healthcare
• Describe the factors that slowed the acceptance of marketing in healthcare
• Review developments in healthcare with implications for marketing
• Summarize the benefits of marketing for healthcare organizations
Major topics

• The emergence of marketing as a field
• The phases in marketing’s development
• The introduction of marketing into healthcare
• The stages of healthcare marketing
Major topics (continued)

- Why healthcare marketing is different
- Why healthcare resisted marketing
- Developments encouraging marketing
- Reasons health services should be marketed
Phases in marketing’s development

• Product era
• Sales era
• Service era
The emergence of the healthcare institution

- Rise of scientific medicine
- Societal trends
- Shifts in values
- Consumer trends
The stages of healthcare marketing

• 1950s
• 1960s
• 1970s
• 1980s
• 1990s
• 2000s
• 2010s
Why healthcare is different

• The nature of the healthcare industry
• The nature of healthcare organizations
• The nature of health professionals
• The nature of healthcare consumers
Why healthcare resisted marketing

- No real or perceived need
- No knowledge of marketing
- Resistance to business aspects
- Concern over marketing costs
- Ethical and legal constraints
Developments encouraging healthcare marketing

• Introduction of competition
• Overcapacity in the hospital sector
• Rise of the consumer
• Introduction of new services
• Growth of elective procedures
Developments encouraging healthcare marketing (continued)

• Introduction of a retail component
• Entry of entrepreneurs
• Service line development
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Need for social marketing
Reasons health services should be marketed

• Builds awareness
• Enhances visibility and image
• Improves market penetration
• Increases prestige
• Attracts medical staff and employees
• Serves as an information resource
• Influences consumer decision-making
• Offsets competitive marketing
Objectives of the Instructor’s Manual

This manual supports instructors in healthcare marketing by highlighting key terms for each chapter and providing supplementary case studies and student exercises not included in the textbook.

Organization of the Instructor’s Manual

Each section of the instructor’s manual corresponds to its related chapter and includes the following components:

- **Key terms**: A list of important terms and their definitions
- **Case study**: A real-world example demonstrating a main idea of the chapter
- **Student exercise**: An activity that students can perform in class or as an outside assignment
CHAPTER 1

THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF MARKETING IN HEALTHCARE

Key Terms

advertising: Any paid form of presentation or promotion of ideas, goods, or services

audience: People or organizations that read, view, hear, or are otherwise exposed to a promotional message

consumer health products: Healthcare goods distributed through retail outlets and directly purchased by the customer

consumerism: A movement in which consumers participate in defining their healthcare needs and how those needs are met

culture: A society’s tangible and intangible aspects reflecting its beliefs, values, and norms

electronic media: Media that transmit content electronically, such as radio, television, and the internet

ethics: A code of behavior that specifies a moral stance, particularly in professional dealings

health: Traditionally, a state reflecting the absence of biological pathology; today, a state of overall physical, social, and psychological well-being

healthcare model: A holistic view of health and illness that includes biological, social, and psychological dimensions

healthcare system: A multifacility healthcare organization; also may refer to the overall healthcare delivery system in the United States

managed care: Health insurance plans that contract with providers and healthcare organizations to provide care for members at negotiated rates

market share: The percentage of the total market captured by a company

Medicaid: The joint federal–state health insurance program for low-income individuals

medical model: The traditional paradigm of Western medicine, which is based on germ theory and emphasizes a biomedical approach

Medicare: The federal health insurance program for Americans aged 65 or older

not-for-profit: An organization granted tax-exempt status by the Internal Revenue Service

oligopoly: Domination of a market or an industry by a few organizations
**Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA):** Legislation enacted in 2010 that aimed to expand health insurance coverage and improve healthcare delivery and quality

**production:** A focus on generating (rather than distributing) goods that de-emphasizes the role of marketing

**sales:** An approach to business that emphasizes transactions rather than promotions

**third-party payer:** An entity—other than the provider and the patient—that pays the cost of goods or services

**value:** Anything—usually intangible—that a society considers important, such as freedom or economic prosperity

**Case Study**

Consider the following case:

Southern Baptist Hospital (SBH) had long resisted the use of marketing, believing it was not an appropriate activity for a not-for-profit organization. By the mid-1980s, however, the erosion of its market share caused by growing competition forced SBH to adopt an aggressive marketing strategy. Its primary initiative was a campaign of television advertisements aimed at reinforcing the general public’s image of SBH as a high-quality institution. Because the organization was starting its marketing activities from scratch, ad production and airtime costs were expensive. The television commercials were professionally produced and received critical acclaim from the advertising community.

Following the public’s repeated exposure to these advertisements, a hospital executive requested information about the impact of the advertisements. The idea to study the campaign’s impact had not been considered earlier, and a belated evaluation effort was mounted to determine the extent to which the campaign had achieved its desired effect. Much to the consternation of SBH administrators, the evaluation found that the ads had had virtually no impact on the public’s already high perception of the institution, and no improvement in patient volumes, revenues, or market share could be attributed to the
campaign. SBH administrators, committed to an expensive initiative, rationalized that the campaign had not aired long enough to generate the desired effect and invested even more money in the initiative.

After reviewing the preceding case, address the following points:

- To what extent did SBH research the needs of its audience prior to developing a marketing strategy?
- Does it appear that SBH has an overall marketing plan?
- Does it appear that SBH has a significant grasp of the nature of marketing?
- What are the implications of focusing marketing efforts on corporate image rather than on the services the organization provides?
- What are the implications of marketing to the general public rather than targeting specific segments of the market?
- How much thought was given to measuring the effectiveness of the campaign going into the initiative?
- Was the decision to continue airing expensive, but heretofore ineffective, television commercials prudent?

**Student Exercise**

As an introduction to healthcare marketing, ask students to spend time during the week monitoring the print media (e.g., newspapers) and electronic media (e.g., radio, television, internet) for advertisements promoting healthcare products. Then ask them to assess the ads in terms of

- image versus service marketing,
- the product being marketed (e.g., good, service, idea, organization),
• the medium being used (e.g., newspaper, magazine, radio, television, internet),
• the placement of the promotional piece (e.g., location in newspaper or online, time of day for radio spot, cable versus network television),
• the apparent target audience, and
• the ultimate objective of the print ads (e.g., improve image, attract new business, increase sales volume).
Unit 1: The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare

Unit Learning Objectives

▪ CO 1: Describe the role of marketing in a healthcare organization
  o Summarize the benefits of marketing for healthcare organizations
▪ CO 2: Compare the role of marketing within a healthcare setting prior to and during the twenty-first century
  o Describe the history of marketing and its introduction into healthcare
  o Explain developments in healthcare with implications for marketing
▪ CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior
  o Describe the factors that slowed the acceptance of marketing in healthcare

Readings

Read: Marketing Health Services, 4e Chapter 1

Unit Activities

In-Class Activity: Course Introduction

Introductions and Class Information:
Introduce yourself, discuss general class information (class times, general expectations, and how the course works), and answer any student questions.

Share and discuss the objectives and topics for the course, as well as today’s class.

▪ Course Overview
  o Discuss all course objectives
  o Share Part I: History and Concepts overview of Chapters 1–3
  o Discuss Chapter 1 objectives and major course topics

Icebreaker:
Have students introduce themselves (time permitting) and explain what they hope to get out of the course. Encourage them to share their majors and discuss their experience within either the marketing or the healthcare field. (Instructor should make this icebreaker relevant to the course being delivered.)
Content Outline: The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare

Unit Objectives:

- Describe the history of marketing and its introduction into healthcare

Topics:

- The history of marketing
  - Started as what we now call sales
  - Was production-oriented (producers knew what consumers wanted)

- Stages of marketing development
  - Stage 1: Product differentiation and consumerism
  - Stage 2: The shifting role of sales
  - Stage 3: The emergence of the consumer's point of view and the service economy
  - Stage 4: The rise of the electronic age
    - Internet, electronically empowered consumers
    - "Owners" of information shifts from organizations to consumers (through social media)

- Periods of growth for healthcare marketing
  - 1950s: Healthcare marketing considered inappropriate, so public relations and education were only avenues
  - 1960s: PR role enhanced, but consumers were not considered the target (charitable donors and physicians were), pharmaceuticals entered sales stage (stage 2)
  - 1970s: Advertising and marketing research targeted toward prospective patients
  - 1980s: Evolution from seller’s market to buyer’s market, where employers and consumers were targets, increased competition drove advertising
  - 1990s: Consolidation created larger organizations with more resources, development of the customer relationship through “direct-to-consumer marketing” and “consumerism” (techniques include “social” and “Internet marketing”), use of research/data rather than “image advertising” to develop marketing strategies
  - 2000–2010: Full marketing realization, including market segmentation and target marketing techniques, PR, community relations, customer
service, social media, reputation and relationship management, with goal of consumer engagement
  - 2010–2020: Continued realignment of US healthcare system, introduction of Affordable Care Act, emergence of pay-for-performance model, growing influence of population health

**In-Class Discussion**

- As members of a specific generation (boomers, Xers, millennials), how do you view your role as a consumer within the healthcare system? Give some background about how you have experienced the healthcare industry from the consumer perspective.
- How does the history of the healthcare system—and healthcare marketing within that system—affect each generation’s views and attitudes toward healthcare and healthcare marketing?
- Where do you see the future of the healthcare system moving in the next 10–20 years given the exponential change of both marketing and health technologies (i.e., communication technologies as well as new surgical and treatment technologies)?

**In-Class Activity**

**Activity: Target Market Brainstorm**

Instructions: Pair or group students so that each pair has a member from a different generation (if possible). Using the information just presented, each student pair/group will select one of three potential technologies—e-mail marketing, website marketing, or social media—and brainstorm ways to use it to effectively communicate information about a new healthcare product or service (a “widget”) to each generation.

Give students the following points to help guide their brainstorm session:

- Focus on the needs and historical nature of each consumer generation, while at the same time focusing on the technology used to reach them.
- Don’t worry about specific marketing terms or details (that will all come later).
- Use each other as sounding boards—remember that this is a brainstorming session, and there are no right or wrong
answers. The purpose of this exercise is to help you change your mindset from your own generation and get into the mindset of a different generation.

**Note:** For online courses, have students complete this activity using the available technology of your choice (e.g., through a discussion board or in a video or text chat).

**Follow-up Activity: What Didn’t You Know?**

At the end of the brainstorming session, each pair or small group of students will share one thing they learned from each of the generations in their pair/group.

---

**Content Outline: Session 2 The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare**

**Unit Objectives:**
- Describe the history of marketing and its introduction into healthcare
- Explain developments in healthcare with implications for marketing
- Describe the factors that slowed the acceptance of marketing in healthcare

**Topics:**
- What differentiates healthcare marketing from other marketing fields?
  - Nature of the healthcare industry: stands out from other markets; economic concerns combine with health and other issues; less competition; inclusion of external payers (Medicaid); not typical supply-and-demand
  - Nature of healthcare organizations and healthcare products, “multipurpose organizations,” “not-for-profit” (pp. 20–21); products are geared toward multiple-audience markets and are sometimes irreplaceable
  - Nature of health professionals: division between administrators and clinicians; healthcare ethics
  - Nature of healthcare consumers (most significant differentiation): huge potential consumer group; the potential patient market

- Healthcare’s resistance to marketing:
Why healthcare marketing requires a unique approach:
- Balancing marketing for services and products without knowing possible demand; range of end users; conflict between business and professional aspects of healthcare; both healthcare and marketing outcomes (define term in healthcare context) are unclear
- What changed? Developments that encouraged healthcare marketing:
  - Competition within the healthcare industry
  - Hospital sector overcapacity
  - Consumer rights, power, and choice
  - Marketing: business and growth

In-Class Discussion
- As stated in Chapter 1 of the textbook, healthcare is a powerful force: "By any measure, healthcare could be considered a dominant institution in contemporary American society. Other institutions—such as politics, the military, and the arts—receive comparatively fewer resources" (p. 19). In your opinion, how does healthcare—as an institution—compare to the other institutions described in this quotation? Explain whether or not you agree that healthcare deserves more "resources" than the "other institutions" mentioned here.
- Imagine you were in charge of the government for a day. How much funding or government support would you allocate to healthcare compared to something like federal defense funds?
- Do you think the healthcare industry should be held to different legal or ethical advertising standards than other industries? Explain, using at least one example or hypothetical situation to illustrate your response.
In-Class Activity

Activity: What Makes Marketing? Quiz

Take students through a short, ungraded multiple-choice quiz to check their understanding of concepts covered in this class session. Track student responses to the quiz questions using the method of your choice (e.g., show of hands, use of clickers, or help from volunteer note takers).

To generate student interest and participation, remind them that this is an ungraded session (no penalty for wrong answers). Correct answers are noted with an *.

1. One of the major developments in healthcare that made marketing essential was _____.
   a. monopolistic tendencies
   b. the fragmentation of services
   *c. the introduction of competition
   d. limits in the number of healthcare options

2. In what way is healthcare different from other industries?
   a. There are buyers and sellers.
   b. Consumers are increasingly important.
   *c. Customers often do not know the price of the services consumed.
   d. Customer satisfaction is important.

3. Which of the following is a unique characteristic of the healthcare industry?
   a. There are buyers and sellers.
   b. There is heated competition.
   *c. Third parties often come between the seller and the buyer.
   d. Services have different characteristics than goods do.

4. What characteristic unique to the healthcare industry served as a barrier to the development of marketing?
   a. Concerns over the cost of marketing.
b. The need to cover costs.
c. Poorly trained executives.
*d. Ethical concerns over marketing, particularly advertising.

Follow-up Activity: What Makes Marketing? Quiz Discussion

▪ Discuss the quiz questions and answers.
▪ For example, consider spending extra time on the alternate answer choices for question 2, helping students discern how each applies to the healthcare industry specifically while also applying to other industries.
▪ From there, if time permits, you could move into a larger comparative discussion of healthcare to other industries.

Content Outline: Session 3 The Origin and Evolution of Marketing in Healthcare

Unit Objectives:

▪ Summarize the benefits of marketing for healthcare organizations

Topics:

▪ Reasons health services should be marketed:
  ▪ To be seen in a good light among consumers:
    o build awareness
    o enhance visibility and image
    o improve market penetration
  ▪ To be seen in a good light in the industry:
    o enhance visibility and image
    o increase prestige
    o attract medical staff and employees
  ▪ To assist consumers entering this market:
    o serve as an information resource
    o influence consumer decision making
    o offset competitive marketing
    o demonstrate community involvement (p. 31)

In-Class Discussion

▪ Suppose you are a marketing professional trying to convince the CEO of a healthcare organization to use marketing. However, you only have five minutes to speak with him or...
her, and you can only use one major reason (from those discussed in lecture) to support it. What reasoning would you use to convince this CEO to embark on healthcare marketing, and why?

- What should a healthcare marketing platform include to appeal to potential consumers and healthcare professionals alike? Explain.

### In-Class Activity

**Activity: Market Reasoning Role-Play**

Divide students into trios (or groups that are multiples of three). Assign a student from each group to represent the following elements of healthcare marketing: 1) attracting consumers; 2) benefiting the industry; 3) informing consumers. Note that these divisions complement the topic separations from the previous lecture.

- Instruct each group’s members to work together to develop a rough marketing pitch for a healthcare organization that would be effective in each of these three different marketing areas.
- Students may expand on their pitches through slogans, written descriptions, or even illustrations/potential logos.

**Note:** For online courses, have students complete this activity and its follow-up using the available technology of your choice (e.g., through a discussion board or in a video or text chat).

### Follow-up Activity: Analyzing Pitches

- Reconvene the class as a whole, and encourage students to share their groups’ ideas.
- Compare and contrast the marketing pitches to analyze how people generally approached each marketing area. For instance, did the groups overlap in their approaches to attracting consumers? Did they differ in how they approached informing consumers? What might be the reasons for such similarities or differences?

**Note:** For online courses, have students complete this activity and its follow-up using the available technology of your choice (e.g., through a discussion board or in a video or text chat).
Outside of Class Work (Homework)

Individual Work: Monitor Media Exercise

Complete the following Chapter 1 Student Exercise.

As an introduction to healthcare marketing, ask students to spend time during the week monitoring the print media (e.g., newspapers) and electronic media (e.g., radio, television) for advertising that promotes healthcare products. Then ask them to assess the ads in terms of

- image versus service marketing,
- the product being marketed (e.g., good, service, idea, organization),
- the medium being used (e.g., newspaper, magazine, radio, television),
- the placement of the promotional piece (e.g., location in newspaper, time of day for radio spot, cable versus network television),
- the apparent target audience, and
- the ultimate objective (e.g., improve image, attract new business, increase sales volume).

- CO 1: Describe the role of marketing in a healthcare organization
- CO 2: Compare the role of marketing within a healthcare setting prior to and during the twenty-first century
- CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior

Group Work: Southern Baptist Hospital Case Study

In pairs or small groups, complete the Chapter 1 Case Study. Answer each question individually, then share your answers with other members of your group to refine the case study evaluation. After discussing your answers with the group, write a one- to two-paragraph analysis of the discussion and how it shaped your understanding of the case overall.

Consider the following case:

Southern Baptist Hospital (SBH) had long resisted the use of marketing, believing it was not an appropriate activity for a not-for-profit organization. By the mid-1980s, however, the erosion of its market share due to growing competition forced SBH to adopt an aggressive marketing strategy. Its primary initiative was a campaign of television advertisements aimed at reinforcing the general public's image of SBH as a high-quality institution. Because the organization was starting its marketing activities from scratch, ad production and airtime costs were expensive. The television commercials were professionally produced and received critical acclaim from the advertising community.

Following the public's repeated exposure to these advertisements, a hospital executive requested information about the impact of the advertisements. The idea to study the campaign's impact had not been considered earlier, and a
belated evaluation effort was mounted to determine the extent to which the campaign had achieved the desired effect. Much to the consternation of SBH administrators, the evaluation found that the ads had had virtually no impact on the public’s already high perception of the institution, and no improvement in patient volumes, revenues, or market share could be attributed to the campaign. SBH administrators, committed to an expensive initiative, rationalized that the campaign had not aired long enough to generate the desired effect and invested even more money in the initiative.

After reviewing the preceding case, address the following points:

- To what extent did SBH research the needs of its audience prior to developing a marketing strategy?
- Does it appear that SBH had an overall marketing plan?
- Does it appear that SBH had a significant grasp of the nature of marketing?
- What are the implications of focusing marketing efforts on corporate image rather than the services the organization provides?
- What are the implications of marketing to the general public rather than targeting specific segments of the market?
- How much thought was given to measuring the effectiveness of the campaign going into the initiative?
- Was the decision to continue airing expensive but heretofore ineffective television commercials prudent?

- CO 1: Describe the role of marketing in a healthcare organization
- CO 2: Compare the role of marketing within a healthcare setting prior to and during the twenty-first century
- CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior

**Course Project: Create a Healthcare Organization’s Marketing Plan**

An established hospital in the inner city is opening its first satellite hospital in a growing, affluent suburban area. This development represents a major change in direction for the more traditional hospital. You will utilize material in the text to support the research, planning, development, implementation, and evaluation of this project that involves a new and different approach to the market area for the sponsoring system. You will present this information in a formal marketing plan at the end of the course.

If you work for a healthcare organization similar to the one described in this project, find out if there is a formal marketing plan. If possible, gain access to the plan and review it to prepare for updating it as part of the course project. **(Important note:** If you do work from an existing plan for an actual organization, be sensitive to using private data and information. Check with your supervisor at
the organization to make sure you understand what organizational information or data are proprietary and therefore may not be included in this project.) If your organization does not have a formal marketing plan (or you cannot get access to it), do informal research using public information:

- Is there a website?
- What types of PR and advertising are there?
- What level of interaction does it have through social media and direct mail marketing campaigns?

If you do not work for a healthcare organization, select an organization you’re interested in that is similar to the one described in the project prompt, and use the questions above to find out as much as you can about the marketing activities used by that organization to prepare for creating your own marketing plan.

To begin your project, complete the following activities, taking notes on each.

1. Review the existing marketing activities of the established hospital, if possible, and consider how the new facility in the new environment might require a different approach.
2. Consider why the old hospital may not have required much marketing while the new facility is likely to require extensive marketing.
3. Determine what is likely to be different about the target audience that would require a different approach to marketing.
4. Discuss why this might be an excellent time in healthcare to consider innovative approaches to marketing.

Compile your notes and submit them along with a cover page (two to three paragraphs long) that highlights the most important elements of these activities. Save a copy of your work, and add it to your course project portfolio. You will submit this portfolio at the end of the course.

Discussion Board Questions:

- Is there a line that marketing should not cross on direct-to-consumer marketing? Research ethical and legal issues (such as laws regarding direct-to-consumer pharmaceutical marketing in the United States versus outside the United States). How does what’s legal versus what’s ethical drive some legal action (such as class-action pharmaceutical lawsuits)?
  - CO 1: Describe the role of marketing in a healthcare organization
  - CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior

- Using a social network, such as Facebook, ask your connections how they feel about a specific element of healthcare marketing, such as pharmaceutical marketing (you can couch it in terms of advertising, in
case your network connections do not understand the totality of the marketing mix). Is there a real difference (however unscientific it may be) between generations? Explain the findings of your unscientific poll, and discuss differences and anomalies.

- CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior

Research the use of social media in marketing in healthcare and at least one other direct-to-consumer industry, such as the marketing of clothing, food, or similar products to consumers. Is the healthcare industry keeping up with social media communications compared to the other industry you chose? Explain what you think needs to happen for the healthcare industry to effectively utilize social media in the marketing mix.

- CO 1: Describe the role of marketing in a healthcare organization
- CO 2: Compare the role of marketing within a healthcare setting prior to and during the twenty-first century
- CO 3: Examine healthcare markets and consumer behavior